
Dear members 
  
The UKSU Executive is extremely disturbed that its members are once again subjected to a message 
(attached) from other unions that can only be labelled uninformed utter rubbish, with only one 
factual statement in the entire rambling nonsensical diatribe. 
  
UKSU prides itself in that it always conducts itself in an ethical manner and would usually ignore such 
a message. However, UKSU members need to be assured of the actual facts. 
  
An interesting point emerged. The message sent to UKSU members and others, has the logo of three 
unions including NTEU and ends off as Joint Unions, indicated as being from EUSA, NEHAWU, NTEU. 
No sooner was this message received by numerous UKSU members, when USKU received the 
attached message via its attorney. The NTEU National email (attached) is self-explanatory and shows 
the so called Joint Unions does not actually include NTEU. Such an important misleading fact 
supports that apart from the one little piece of truth, the rest of the message is misinformed. 
  
The only one true point in this entire Joint Union’s message is that there is salary negotiations being 
conducted with two groups separately. No rational employer would want to negotiate with two 
separate groups, especially when there are a large group of staff who are not even unionised. This 
situation is entirely of HR management’s making. This issue will not deter your USKU Executive as it 
negotiates in your best interest, whether or not there is another group negotiating at the same 
time. UKSU always acts in line with its logo “Advancing and defending the interest of UKZN staff”. 
UKSU approaches salary negotiations with a mandate from its members and uses relevant issues in 
its arguments. What is not factual about the salary negotiations is the reference to selling out staff 
and a “mere 7% increase. We reject this with the utmost disgust it deserves”. It is patently obvious 
that they are suggesting that UKSU has accepted 7%. This shows that they have no clue what they 
are talking about as UKSU has not yet concluded salary negotiations. This matter remains a high 
priority for UKSU and the Executive is extremely perturbed about management dragging its heels to 
return with a revised mandate. Although not a demand in the strike referral, the delay with salary 
negotiations was raised with the VC last night. 
  
UKSU will never tell its members untruths or lead them to believe something that is not correct. 
Something that always amazes UKSU is that it appears the members of these other unions seem to 
not question their union’s representatives when false promises are made and never fulfilled. 
  
UKSU notes with absolute disdain the nonsense written about UKSU’s strike. There is strong 
evidence to show that high ranking staff within HR provide this group with information related to 
UKSU. The really concerning part arising from this message, is that it suggests that these staff in HR 
do not even understand labour legislation themselves. It is bad enough that the ‘Joint Unions’ do not 
either. 
  
The Joint Unions state “We wish to state this very clear that we are opposed to the issues that UKSU 
is raising because they are of NO benefit to the workers”. This statement makes it very clear that 
they do not believe that benefits for staff are worth fighting for. How can it be claimed there is no 
benefit for workers in the UKSU demands, when their own members are benefitting from UKSU’s 
achievements, e.g. the 5% PpP payment that is being paid in the February pay-run for those who 
qualify; the contingency plan for staff safety (claimed by the Joint Unions to be an issue ignored by 
UKSU), published this afternoon thanks only to UKSU’s perseverance; the introduction of pension 
powered home loans – to name just a few? All of these issues were demands in UKSU’s current 
dispute that can now be ticked off as concluded. 
  



Not only did UKSU achieve the 5% PpP for those who had been denied, UKSU also demanded that 
Council deal with approval via round robin so those staff who qualify will receive this in February. By 
the Joint Unions claiming there are “NO benefit” from UKSU’s demands, it shows very CLEARLY they 
have no idea and or no interest in what benefits staff. 
  
UKSU’s strike IS PROTECTED. It arises from a mutual interest referral, which included 26 demands. To 
further demonstrate their ignorance, there is NO arbitration award in the matter simply because 
such a matter does not go to arbitration in terms of the legislation. No commissioner made any 
arbitration award, so how does NEHAWU think it is going to apply to have an award reviewed!  Also, 
reviews of arbitration awards are conducted in the Labour Court and not in the CCMA. The “Uksu 
unprotected strike” is a fabrication in the eyes of the authors of this nonsensical message. Picketing 
rules and demarcation were negotiated between management and UKSU, under the auspices of the 
CCMA. The CCMA would not conduct such facilitation in the face of an unprotected strike. It 
obviously follows that no one is exposing themselves to any disciplinary action by the University by 
participating lawfully in the strike. 
  
The claim that EUSA is making that UKSU is not an independent trade union must be viewed with the 
contempt it deserves and there are no odds against UKSU. Unlike others, UKSU does not need to 
fight for its survival, it only fights in its members best interests. 
  
This Joint Union group makes insinuations that UKSU neglects staff issues and gives an example of 
staff on fixed term contracts. UKSU members who are on such contracts know full well that UKSU is 
embroiled in long standing arbitration on this very issue. Despite the University making numerous 
attempts to stop this, USKU has not given up and is fighting tirelessly for this group, which had more 
than 100 members referred. It would be interesting for these Joint Unions to reveal the number of 
their members they are supporting as far as arbitration in a s198B application. 
  
Ignorance is also shown in their claim that UKSU Executive members are Trustees of both the UKZN 
Medical Scheme and UKZN Pension Fund. Trustees are nominated and elected by the members of 
the medical scheme / retirement fund (together with employer nominated trustees) and NOT by any 
union. Further ignorance is shown by claiming UKSU reps are trustees of “the medical insurance”, as 
there are not even trustees in the medical insurance industry. 
  
The total lack of understanding of a simple matter of salaries is shown in the statement “clear that 
we want the university to firstly implement the evaluated salary scales of 2019. UKZN workers are 
still being paid through 2018 if not 2017 salary scales 'a broad day robbery" by UKZN. Everyone to 
whom it was applicable received the annual salary increase in 2018 and 2019 and they are not even 
sure whether they are referring to 2017 or 2018 ranges. This group recently submitted a list of 
demands to management, most copied directly from UKSU’s demands, one of which is the annual 
salary range review. However, their statement actually show that they have no understanding of the 
impact of the ranges they refer to. As much as this group repeatedly makes false claims against 
UKSU they copy so much from UKSU, even now numbering their messages 😊 – it would all just be 
considered from whence it comes, if it did not involve misinformation sent to UKSU members on 
serious matters. 
  
UKSU also rejects with disdain the allegations related to the UKSU Chair in his employment role. 
EUSA has attempted this many times before, by making false allegations against him. If there was 
any veracity to these repeated allegations the University surely would have acted. 
  
This group has tried for so long, through such messages as yesterday’s in order to try and recruit 
members, yet UKSU continues to grow month by month and they are unable to make any real 



inroads in recruitment. USKU is certain that even more staff will join UKSU once they see how these 
unethical groupings operate – this is exactly what happened after similar messages were issued. 
  
It is a sad indictment on the authors when they claim to be labour unions yet display such a poor 
grasp of matters affecting staff at UKZN, a lack of understanding of labour legislation, yet falsely 
claim that only they “will ever liberate you”. 
  
UKSU members are cautioned to treat this Joint Union’s message with the disdain it deserves. 
Joining EUSA or NEHAWU will not advance or protect your interests at the University. 
  
Regards 
UKSU Executive 
 


